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Benjamin P. Jenkins, until recently
chief of police of El Paao, was arrested laBt n in In charged by General
Orozco with being a secret agent of
President Madero. He is being well
treated and probably will be released
In time to catch the first train back to
El Paso. Jenkins said that his trip
was partly on business and partly for
sightseeing.

COURT'S SLAYERS
ARE

EARTH
FLOYD ALLEN

DECLARES

RUN TO

AND HIS SON ARE

Refugees Arrive in Texas
CAPTURED WITHOUT SHED-DINIT IS BUT A QUESTION OF
San Antonio, Tex., March 15. O. G
OF BLOOD
TIME
Newman, oil mill owner of Torreon
arrived here today with his family
He says the first trains to leave Tor
A THIRD
MAN
IS ARRESTED
FOREIGNERS WILL BE KILLED since
February 15 departed Wednes
day and carried about 1,005 refugees.
IT IS HI8 BELIEF THAT MEXICANS The second train had as passengers STRICKLAND, WHO PARTICIPATED
about 2,000 refugees. It is expected
IN YESTERDAY'S KILLING, IS
SOON WILL SLAY MANY
here today from Ciudad Porfirio Diaz.
APPREHENDED
ALIENS
Mr. Newman says thousands more
of Torreon residents are anxious to
leave and will do so as fast as pos- STRONG FORCE GUARDS JAIL
EXISTENCE
A BAD
FEELINQJN
sible. Arrangements are being completed to quarter several thousand
ANY EFFORT TO RELEASE THE
ESPECIALLY IN THE NEIGHBOR more soldiers at Torreon.
IS
PRISONERS WILL MEET WITH
HOOD OF CHIHUAHUA
TROUBLE

LIKELY

ituality

VICE

Americans are Fleeing
Washington March 13. Resumption
of train service between Torreon and
Monterey was reported today to the
state department Eighty Americans
are among the refugees from Torreon
to
Monterey.
Generally improved
conditions were noted throughout
Mexico in tho government reports.

Chihuahua, Mex., March 15. (via
El Paeo.) Although General Pascual
Orozco la maintaining order here the
city, in respeqfc to its foreign interests, is but a ghost of its former thriving self. But a handful of foreigners
every woman
remain. Practically
to the safety
sent
and child has been
The exodus of
of American soil.
Rebel Army Paid
Mexicans has been great. A year ago
El Paso, Tex., March
few Americans thought it necessary
service to Chihuahua from Juarez,
to send out even the women and chilwas temporarily suspended today, and
dren.
all available equipment at Juarez was
Last year foreigners generally were sera south to Chihuahua, presumably
opposed to talk of intervention. By to be used in moving the rebel army
word and deed they used every effort from Chihauhua. The rebel
garrison
to discourage the spread of such sen- In Juarez is being paid today from
timent. No foreigner In Mexico dares funds brought from Chiuahua yesterto allow himself to be quoted for day.
publication, but their comment is the
same.
It does not matter now who
Big Battle Expected
becomes president of Mexico, they deSan
Tex., March 15. In
Antonio,
Diaz,
is
it
Madero,
clare. Whether
a
ilie
belief
decisive battle bethat
Trovfno, Creel or Do La. Barra, the
soon is likeresult will be continued turmoil. Al- tween rebels and federal
at Tortihat
be
will
and
it
ly
fought
dissatisfied
ways there will be
mostlv
3,000
Mexico,
reon,
refugees,
and
leaders to start new revolts,
are
en
and
route
'vomen
children,
cam
hordes of ieon, to whom the
north from that place. Most of ih;n
exciteits
with
accompanying
paign
on trains Wednesday. Two
ment and loot is comparative luxury, deoar.cd
with Chinamen
to follow them, is the general way reaches were crowded
who fear a repetition of the maaire
of analyzing the situation.
trat maiked the Madero revolution.
"It is only a question of how many
how
many
lives must be sacrificed and
millions of dollars lost before foreign
MINERS
sentiment has aroused to the pitch ANTHRACITE
where intervention will be demanded by influence too strong to resist,"
TO QUIT THEIR WORK
said one American whose words accurately reflected the sentiments of
scores of others with whom the Asso- ALL ATTEMPTS TO AVERT
A
ciated Press correspondent talked.
STRIKE ARE SAID TO HAVE
"Apparently the situation at presBEEN UNAVAILING
ent has not reached that stage," the
American continued. "Property loss
New York, March 15. "Look for
already has run into the millions, but a general suspension of work April 1,
foreigners have not yet been slain. All negotiation with the anthracite
They have suffered insult and annoy coal operators are off," said John P.
anee, and been compelled to flee White, president of the United Mine
the country, but they escaped with Workers of American, at the adjourntheir lives. A year ago feeling be- ment of the meeting today between
tween Mexicans and foreigners was the miners and operators in which the
comparatively friendly. This cannot miners declined the operators' counter
are
be said now. The foreigners
proposition.
of
constant
financial
of
loss,
weary
Reiterating demands tor a reiogr.i-obeing looted and listening to insults
ithe( union, an increase of 20 per
which they dare not resent. There cent in wages, a shorter working day
are few of us who would not abandon and other changes, the United Mine
the country for good and all if it. Workers of America replied today to
could be done without financial ruin. the counter
proposition offered them
"The closing of the vast properties by the anthracke coal operators. The
of the American Smelting and Refinoperators' proposition is declined and
ing company at Velardina is merely a no mention is made In the miners' reforetaste of what must come. Here ply of their
willingness to comprowas a thriving city of 12,000 iiersor.A mise.
all dependent upon the operation of
the three mines, the 27 kilometers of
A Deadlock Reached
railroad and the smelter of the comLondon March 15. Another deadpany.
They must eat Most of the lock has been reached in the negomen and boys will join any band of tiations for a settlement of the coal
insur rectos that promises good. This striKA. There can be no
question that
is particularly the case this year, as a
of discontent is growing
feeling
practically no crops were raised last among the miners. Warwickshire minyear after the Madero revolution.
ers, it was reported today, threaten
"It is doubtful If supplies can reach to
get out of hand because of dissatis
other properties of the smelting com- faction with the amount of strike ben
pany for long. Driblets are reaching efit.
them infrequently. Should all of them
close, they will have to with the conMAY CALL OFF PRIMARY
tinuance of present conditions; 55,000
men, on whose work 250,000 persons
Providence, R. I., March 15. A prodepend for a livelihood, will be posal to rescind the recent decision
thrown out of work. The same con to elect delegates to the national
(lit ions apply to other mining inter- convention by direct, primaries was
ests, to tht vast oil properties an J considered at a meeting here today
of the democratic state committee of
other enterprises."
A force of state ru rales, at Moris, Rhode Island. A majority of the coma hamlet In the Rayon district, sur- mitteemen favor the primary system,
yester- but some of the influential party leadrendered without resistance
rebel band ers oppose it on the graund that It.
day to a
under Macario Salazar, acording to a would be much more" expensive than
the convention plan.
telegram from the latter Joday.
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REV. DAVIS TO STJY.
Rev. B. J. Davis, colored, who came
to Las Vegas several days ago from
his home In Oklahoma to take charge
of revival meetings
at the Shiloh
Baptist church, will remain in Ias
Vegas as pastor. Rev. Davis has been
very successful in the revival meetings and has completely won the
hearts of the members of the congre-

gation. With the announcement that
Mr. Davis would remain in Las Vegas
as paBtor of the church the following
communication was received today
by The Optic:
Rev. B. J. Davis who came to
Vegas a few evening ago to enter
into a revival meeting stated In his
remarks that; If the people would
only stop and think a little, this town
would soon be a little heaven on
earth. His tet was on last evening,
"What shall I do to inherit eternal
life," from Ltike, Chapter 10, verse
25. The meeting is largely attended
and the people are taking much in
terest In the meeting. We have cap
tured the devil at the beginning of
the meeting- - A colored man, who is
known by evertone as one of the hottest sinners tint ever walked the
streets of Las Vegas has been converted, and prospects look for several
more. Rev. Davis in a well equipped
man for the purpose of calling the unsaved ones to Christ. What a glorious time we are having at the Second Baptist church on Railroad avenue.

Cincinnati, O., May 15. A social
from Hlllsville, Va., today says that
Floyd Allen and his Bon, Victor, were
arrested today by Dejecta vie T. F.
Pelts, who arrived with 20 men and
assumed command of the town'B officers of the law. A man named Strick
land, said to have been implicated iu
yesterday's shooting, also was arrested and placed in jail. A strong force,
all well armed, guardB the jail with
orders to shoot to kill at the first BISHOP MANN TO
indication of trouble.
Victor Allen and Strickland were
found hiding in a house in Hillsville.
CONFIRM CLASS
Floyd Allen had been under guard In
a hotel. All were captured without
resistance, although it was said they NOTED CHURCHMAN WILL VISIT
at first indicated an impulse to shooV
PARST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL
their way to liberty. Fifty men are
ISH SUNDAY
pressing into the mountains tryng tc
locate the gang, who are said to have
The Right Reverend Cameron Mann
received reinforcements.
bishop of North Dakota, who is in
New Mexico filling the vacancy In the
Another Victim Dead
liade by (h deaXh
migBlonary diau-tc- t
15. Betty of
Roanoke, Va., March
a new
Bishop Keri;?k; upti!
Ayres, one of the few women wlv bishop has been elected, will be in
were in the court room yesterday at Las
Vegas Sunday and will administer
Hillsville, and vho was wounded Is the apostolic rite of confirmation to
reorted to be dead at her home.
a class at St. Paul's Memorial church
at the morning service. Following
Allen Attempts Suicide
confirmation Bishop Mann will preach
Hillsville, March 15. As Floyd AlHishop Mann was in Roswell last
len, wounded yesterday in the shootSunday and administered the confiring in court and left behind by his mation rites to a class at the Epls-coiibrothers, was being locked up today
church there. He went to Alhe attempted suicide by cutting his
buquerque Tuesday, where he is a visthroat with a pocket knife, but was itor in St. Andrew's
The
parish.
disarmed. The assassination yester- bishop was a visitor in Las
Vegas
day wiped out all the law officers of several weeks ago and filled the pulthe county seat and left matters in pit of St. Paul's church on that occonfusion.
Outside help did not reach casion. He is an excellent talker and
Hillsville until early today, the moun- will be welcomed on his return here
tain wads leadinsr from the nearesv Sunday.
lailway station, ten miles away, being
well nigh
because of
imii83able
spring rains.
KSates Attorney General Williams
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
and Corporation Judge W. R. Staples,
of Roanoke, ordered here by Governor Mann, are expected to arrive
during the day. They will endeavo-tWashington, March 15. Senate: In
restore order.
session 2 p. m.
Grain dealers advocated before interstate commerce committee legisARIZONA LEGISLATORS lation making railroads liable on bills
of lading.
Vice President Schwerin of the PaGATHER IN PHOENIX cific
Mail Steamship company opposed before interstate commerce comto prohobit railBODY I SEXPECTED TO HAVE LIT mittee Brlstow bill
fro
roads
interest in
any
mhaving
IN GETTING
TLE TROUBLE
steomship
companies.
ORGANIZED
Met at noon.
House:
on
Debate
free sugar bill resumed.
Phoenix, Ariz., March 15. Most of
Sabath introduced
Representative
of
state
first
members
Arizona's
the
another
workmen's
compensation hill
legislature have arrived in Phoenix
bill
attacked
and
recommended
by
for the sixty day session which will
Halrflity commission.
employers
are
caucuses
Two
Monday.
begin
Committee on Interstate commerce
scheduled by democrats to take place
tomorrow and Sunday nights. Candi- decided toyeport favorably Sims bili
commerce court.
dates for speaker are Samuel B. Bratl-ne- r to abolish
of Benson and A. R. Lynch of
MAIL POUCH STOLEN
Both were members of the
Safford.
El Paso, Tex., March 15. Fifteen
constitutional
convention. Bradner
thousand dollars was the sum stolen
is a switchman and Lynch an attorfrom the registered mail pomcih. ou the
ney. It is expected that M. G. Cun-nif- f
Arizona
and New Mexico railroad at
of Crown King will be chosen
this week. The money
Clifton,
Arizona,
president of bhe senate without op- was
consigned from El Paso to the
position.
Detroit Copper company at Morenci,
There will be only eight republicans in the legislature, four members Arizona, and when the train reached
the registered pouch was
in each house, while the democrats Clifton,
The railway postal clerk
have 31 representatives and 15 sen- missing.
was arrested.
The pouch was later
ators.
found in the San Francisco river near
Clifton.
Only the money
package
was missing. The postal clerk says
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Packey McFarland vs. "Kid" Burns, he delivered the pouch to the nian
10 rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
who takes the mail to the postofflce
Clarence English vs. Eddie Hundle, on arrival at Clifton. The man demifes
10 rounds, at Atlanta.
receiving it.
o

I

often
Spunk.
Qeta
Away With Spir-

.

DELAYED
For the fourth time in three weeks
PAY CHECKS

STRINGENT RULES
AGAINST LOBBY
ADOPTED
SENATE
BY

WILL NOT BE BOTHERED

THOSE WHO HAVE

REED
PER

FACILITATE

AN

BUSINESS

RULES, UNDER WHICH UPHOUSE WILL PROCEED,
PERMIT EXPEDITION

MESSAGE IS ORDERED PRINTED
BOTH HOUSES ARE IN ADJOURN
MENT GREATER PART OF
OF THE DAY

Santa Fe, N. M., March la. The
house this forenoon gave the W. C.
T. U. the hall of representatives on
next Wednesday evening for a memorial service for General Neal Dow. W.
H. Crlsman introduced the first bill
of session appropriating 125,000 to
replace bridges washed away by the
flood last year in San Juan county.
The speaker announced the standing
committees and ttte house then adjourned to Monday afternoon at 2
o'clock.
H. B. Holt submitted the report of
the committee on rules. The rules submitted were adopted on mortiou of
Crampton and Miera. They provide
for an order of business and seek to
to anticipate every contingency In
parliamentary procedure that might
arise. Tho provsions against lobbyists are particularly stringent. The
rules assure a square deal to every
member and at the same time will
facilitate business greatly.
Aldredge introduced a joint resolution providing for the printing of
copies of the governor's message
in English and 25,000 oopies in Spanish. It was passed under suspension
of the rules as were senate resolutions introduced by Clark, directing the
librarian to furnish each member with
a copy of the compiled laws of 1897
and the secretary of state with a copy
of each of the session laws since 1897.
The senate adjourned until tomorrow
afternoon.
2.",-00-

DALOA WAS ONLY A
TOOL OF OTHER

MEN

OFFICIALS

IN ROME BELIEVE ATTACK ON KING WAS INSTI.
GATED BY PLOTTERS.

that
Rome, March 15. Suspicion
the attempted assassination of Victor Emmanuel, king of Italy, yesterday, either was the consequence of a
plot or was due to the instigation of
persons who used a weak mindea
man for their own purposes. Increased
today. The revolver used by Antonio
Dalba Is a costly
and formidable
weapon, a foot in length. Dalba said
he had found it.
Major Giovanni Lang, commander
of the royal bodyguard, who was
wounded in the head, was considered
out of danger. He Is suffering from
an affection of the eyesight, due to
the fragment of his helmet which penetrated his skull. In a moment of
Dalba said he regretted his
act, because of his mother. The po
lice officials told hm she would be
assisted by the same king whom he
had tried to assassinate.
Callers at the Quina! to express
congratulations Included most of the
diplomatic corps, among them Thomas J. O'Brien, American ambassador
to Italy. Telegrams from every part
of Ttaly and from nearly every country In the world poured into the palace. They comprised dispatches from
many sovereigns, that from the emfirst.
peror of Austria uvjg
BALLOON IS LOT.
San Antonio, Tex., March 15.

Fail
ure to hear from tne balloon Buckeye since it shot from the ground
here Wednesday night and sailed
away northward, it is believed. !s due
3. H.
to unusual weather
tr.
Wade of Cleveland is the pilot and
Tom Cook of San Antonio, aide.
(W-ltlOl-

RESIGNATION
TO CHIEF

AXE TO GRIND

WILL

DR. WILEY HANDS

through traffic from the east is tied
up by snow storms in Kansas. No
westbound trains arrived In Las Ve
gas today with the exception of a
stub No. 1 from La Junta, and nti
definite time for the arrival of through
trains from Chicago has been set.
The htavy.storm is west of Newton,
Kan., where the track is blockaded
for 10 miles. The California Limit. HEAD OF BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY
ed, a Raymond Whitcomb sneciai.
DECIDES TO QUIT GOVERN-MENrunning on the time of a second sec
SERVICE
tion of No. 3, and train No. 9, all
due In Las Vegas today, were detour-eover the cutoff. Last nlsrht's TO BECOME EFFECTIVE AT ONCE
No. 9 came through Kansas ahead of
the heavy part of the storm and ar
rived in Las Vegas, though several THE NOTED CHEMIST AND PURE
FOOD ADVOCATE DESIRES A
hours late.
wo.
LONG REST
was
cosiDouna train
sent
10,
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
time and in all probability the trains
of tonight from the south will be HE HAS A CHOSEN AMBITION
sent through here. Work trains and
rotary plows are doing duty at the DESIRES THE CREATION
OF A
scene of the blockade and every ef
DEPARTMENT
OF
NATIONAL
fort is being made to clear up the
HEALTH
track. This blockade in Kansas has
tied up the Santa Fe pay checks and
they will not be in until train No. 1,
due here this afternoon, but indefinitely late, arrives.
Washington, March 15. Dr.
Harvey Wiley, the pure food
expert, late today declared he
DEATH SENTENCE GIVEN.
had resigned from the departLaredo, Tex., March 15. Convicted
ment of agriculture because he
of having slain G. J. Levyltanski, a
had been antagonized In the
Laredo jeweler, last December, for
enforcement of the pure food
$12,000 or $15,000 in diamonds, J. B.
law. One by one he had seen
the fundamental principles of
Compton was sentenced to be hanged
here today. The execution marked the
of that act either paralyzed or
climax of a long police hunt. After
discredited, he said.
Dr. Wiley said interests en
Compton had been jailed three times
and twice released tor lack of evigaged in the manufacture of
adulterated food had made apdence, Lonnle Franks, who helped
him with the crime, was caught and
peal after appeal to escape the
rulings of his bureau, and as
confessed. Then Compton admitted
as a result one after another
his part in the murder. Franks was
of his activities in behalf of
sentenced to life Imprisonment.
the people had been restricted.
Matters that properly should
NO TRAIN TILL SUNDAY.
have come to the chemistry
Topeka, Kan., March 15. With the
mrreau, he said, had been
Kansas
heavy snows In western
taken away from him. The
, rl t
Thursday afternoon, the troubles of
iiou
h it- - 4' Q
ujiici tm va 1.0,1
the railway companies increased a
concllable, he had racked sup- jg;
hundred fold and botn the Rock Isport, and finally had come to
land and Union Pacific have practithe conclusion that, be could 0 ,01.
do more good in the service f
cally abandoned hope of operating
their transcontinental
trains before
of the people as a private citi- zen.
Sunday perhaps later.
f
4---
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le

MUTINOUS

CONVICTS

Washington, March

15.

vey W. Wiley, chief of

Dr. Har-

the United

ARE STILL AT LARGE States bureau of chemistry,
MEN WHO KILLED WARDEN OF
NEBRASKA PENITENTIARY
CANNOT BE FOUND

Lincoln, Neb., March 15. The three
convicts who murdered Warden
Deputy Warden Wagner and
Usher Hileman
yesterday still are
at large and only one intimation regarding their whereabouts has been
received. Since they plunged into a
snowstorm after shooting down the
men who stood between them, and lib
erty, nothing hos been heard of them
except a report that they had crawled in a haystask southeast of here.
A posse led by Sheriff Hyers and
City Detective Schmltt hurried to the
spot and surrounded the stack. Knowing the men were armed, they crept
slowly upon the place and finally
rushed it, only to find no one there.
Their horses had given out in the
race through snow which came up to
their bodies, and were left with
neighboring farmers.
The posse then waded through the
snow to the railroad, a mile away,
and exhausted, returned to Lincoln on
an engine. Since then a posse has
been in readiness at the sheriffs office, but nothing has been heard regarding the fugitives. Strict orders
have been sent to the sheriffs in
a sharp lookout for suspicnous
characters.
Burlington trains are
carrying armed detectives. Orders
have beent sen to the sheriffs in sur.
rounding counties to keep on the
watch and to shoot on siht, as the
are known to be desperate.
the prison conditions are quiet,
General Phelps, head of the state Na-tional Guards, is In command with M
militiamen. The "citizen" soldiers
walked guard all ni?ht. both within
and without the prison. The nvn
were fed In their cell last nierht and
this morning. It was announced
work in the shors ivvobaWy wtinld :c
resumed this aT icon with guards
more than doubled.
Dela-hunt-

.

sur-kee- p

th-.i- t

Aiday
handed his resignation to Secretary
of Agriculture Wilson and announced
that he would devote the rest of his
life to urging the creation of a national health department, entirely separate from any other branch of the
government service. The resignation
became effective at once.
Asked whether he would be a candidate for head of the proposed federal health department for which he
announced he was going to work, he
declared that he would not be, that
he had held all the government posi-tdohe cared to fill.
Dr. Wiley's resignation came as a
dramatic climax to a long conference
he had with Secretary Wilson in the
latter's private office today. The secretary made no statement of the case
otherwise than that Dr. Wiley had
handed in his resignation. JMn reasons were given, he said, nor dm ...
Wiley outline his plans.
It is known Dr. Wiley for a long
time had been unhappyin his connecHe has
tion with the department.
claimed that he has been hampered
and h arras sed by the other officials,
President Taft was informed of Dr.
Wiley's resignation by Secretary Wilson. To the newspaper men after the
cabinet meeting the secretary said:
"The relations between me and Dr.
Wiley have been pleasant personally." He would say nothing more.
Dr. Wiley entered ihe government
service, in 1883 as chief chemist and
ns 8erved n llat capacity ever
since.
President Taft today sent tele-me- n
grams broadcast to heads of unlvei-A- t
811169 and colleges
throughout tna
country asking them to recommend a
successor to Dr. Wiley.

i

ABOLISH COMMERCE COURT

Washington, March 15. The house
oammerc-committee on Interstate
today decided ro report favorably the
commerce coutt. Vote in committee
s

was

11

to

8.
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Murdock. of Springer; R. C. Alford.
W. H. Newcomb, of Rode-ro- ;
of Raton
A. B. w.inl.of Animas; J. B. Hill,
OFFICIAL NEW8 FROM
or HablU;
John H.
THE STATE CAPITAL.
Kedile, of
lxrdbsburg; L. P. Upton, oi 8olano:
J. R. AEullIar, of Wagon Mound; S.
M. Parker of Ahunogordo; Robert L.
Santa Fe., N. M., March 15. Earl
D. Iden, formerly court stenographer
Ross, of I as Vegas.
with
Judge Pope alao appointed Earl D. of the Fifth Judicial district
lden of Roawell as ourt stenog- headquarters at Roewell has been apFederal
by
rapher. Mr. Iden has been for some pointed stenographer
SIXTY-FIVNEW
MEXICANS TO time stenographer In the Fifth terri- Judge William H. Pope. Mr. Iden has
torial dlatrlct court.
arrived in Santa Ke with his bride, a
HANDLE LOCAL U. S. COURT
yound lady or Fort Wayne, Indiana.
BUSINESS.
ALL YOU NEED 18 A
Federal Juries
TONIGHT
CA8CARET
The panel for the federal grand and
Santa Fe, March 15. United states
petit juries for the April term will be
Judge William H. Pope, recently returned to Santa Fe following his con- No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach drawn at the federal building on
March 20, at in o'clock in the foreCoated Tongue or Constipated
firmation by the senate, today apnoon.
Bowels by Morning.
pointed the following Co men to be U.
Turn the rascals out the head
S. land commissioners hi the several
District Court

COMMISSIONERS
APPOINTED BY

--

JUDGE POPE

localities, covering practically the
state in today's appointments:
Oan Bushman, of Gallup; M. T.
Dunleavy of 8anta
Fe; Sylvester
Mlrabal. of Valencia; W. M. Berger
of Helen: Clement Hijrhtower, of Cap-ItaD. F. Adams, of Corona: J. F.
Mitchell of Columbus; Roman Aten-clo- ,
of Embudo; R. H. Warren, of
near Amarillo; Emmett Wirt, of
Dulee; W. T. Cowgill, of Kenna: J.
X. Cooley, of Scott; E. C. Morgan, of
Lake Arthur;
C. L. Flnkleton, of
Plainview; Henry p. Lively, of El- Unt; W. T. Williams, or Blackdon:
James P. Burton, or Dunlap; W. J.
Cnrren, or Clovis; J. T. Trickoy, or
Orady; W. E. Partlow, or Rhollene;
en-tir- e

A judgment against John A. Lee
r.cbe, the biliousness, the Indigestion,
the sick, sour stomach and foul gases for $90 was entered yesterday in the
turn them out tonight and keep district court in a surt for the recovthem out with Cascarets.
ery of the amount due on a note held
Millions of men and women take a by the Dunlavy Mercantile company.
Cascaret now and then and never
Notaries Public Appointed
know the misery caused by a lazy
The following were apointed notliver, clogged bowels or an upset aries publio by Governor W. C. Mcstomach.
Donald yesterday:
Maurice RegenB-berg- ,
Don't put in another day of dis
Lucero, Mora county: Thomas

tress. Let Caacarets cleanse and reg
ulate your stomach; remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
that misery-makingas; take the ex
oeas bile from your liver and carrj
out of the system all the decomposed
waste matter and poison in the In
testlnes and bowels. Then you will
g

T. P. S. Denby, or Melrose; Jesse D. feel
great
of Dayton: Clarence L.
MeBrlde,
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
Botts, or Hope; C. F. Erb, or Artesia; straighten you out by morning. They
G. A. Reed, of Carlsbad; Wesley Mc- work while
bos
you sleep. A
Allister, of Lovington: Wm. E.
from any drug store means a clear
of Monument; Jose D. Rome- head and cheerfulness
for months
ro, of Hllarlo; Joseph M. Manes, of Children love to take Cascarets
be
Casey; F. S. North, of Nobe; R. C. cause they taste good never gripe
Geyer, of Tolar; W. E. Lindsey, of or sicken.
Portales; F. M. Smlto, of Mount Vernon; M. B. Buller. of Mountainalr; H.
TO TRY RYAN'S ASSAILANT
J. Fincke, of Morlarty; C. I. Molton,
March 15. The case
Indianapolis,
of Lucia; L. D. Wolf, of Cedar Vale;
Frank Stalpln, of Farmlngton; Mrs. of Robert J. Foster, who is charel
Lnctle Atwater, or Des Moines; W. with assault and battery with intent
J. Wood, of Amlstad; F. B. Doherty, to kill Frank M. Ryan, president of
of Folsom; M. T. Baca, of Gallegos; the Structural Iron Workers' union,
H. C. Thompson.of Harrington; F. was called in court for triil todav.
Miera, or Magdalena; D. Baldwin, or Foster is a detective in the employ
Reserve; G. H. KIrkpatrick, of Mog. of the National Erectors' asso imior
oTlon; C. H. Sweet, of Socorro; D. E. and was engaged in gat Serins eviWinter, of Tucumcari; M. W. Shaw, dence in the dynamite contrary ''ns-eHe is alleged to have drawn a
of Hassell; L. F. Williams of Murdock; D. C. Hixon, of Endee; D. C. revolver on Ryan, when being ejected
Reed, of San Jon; J. R. Thomas, of from the iron workers' offices here
Cuervo; J. N. Albey, of Quest ; H. S. last January.
r,

s.

Duran. Albuquerque. Bernalillo
county; Nora Early Summers, Santa
Fe, Santa Fe county; R. Malcolm
Hays, Greenfield, Ohavee county.
Treasurer's Receipts
The following sums of money were
received in the office of State Treas-urrO. N. Matron, yesterday:
J. B.
MoMamiB. superintendent of the state
penitentiary, convicts' earnings, $817;
W. G. Sargent, state auditor, common
school fund, $200; Hanover National
hank and the Harris Trust and Sav
ings bank, Las Vegas land grant fund,
R.

e

$210.
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tent to kill were the only crimes of a
serious nature that came before the
The names of those indicted
Jury.
will not be made public until the arrests have been made.
Mrs. Angle Appointed Delegate
State Suierintendeoit or Public Instruction Alvan N. White has appointed Mrs. Helen Williams Angle, of
Silver City, New Mexico as a delegate
to represent the state a' the sixteenth
annual conference of the National
Congress oT Mothers to be held March
22. at SL Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Angle Is
one of the leading workers In the Federation of Mothers Clubs in the
and attends many of the leading con
ferences or women's clubs outside the
state. She is the wire of Dr. George
K Angle, the present president of the
Medical Society of New Mexico.
School Elections
The following letter was written to
a county superintendent's supplement
and makes clear previous instructions
sent out on the subject of school
elections in Incorporated municipalities:
held
Referring to a conversation
over the telephone this morning, I
have consulted further with the attorney general and have carefully
studied all the various kinds of school
organization existing in Incorporated
municipalities and I have reached the
conclusion that the following opinion
will clarify the situation and bring
about a most satisfactory solution of
the question concerning
election
which has been raised by the constitutional requirements that, all school
elections shall be held at different
times from other elections:
"1. In incorporated municipalities
where members of boards of education
have been heretofore elected accord
ing to Section 1567, C. L. 1897, elections for such boards are provided for

by the legislature

for holding such
election at a separate time from the
election for other city officers.
In Incorporated
municipalities
where members of boards of directors
have been heretofore elected undei
Section 1532, C. L. 1897, as amended
election shall be held as heretofore under said section; that is, election for
a director or for directors shall be
held by the board or directors and
the ballots and polling places used
must be different, from those used In
the election of municipal officer.
do not consider it a violation of the
X?S2 ti t B ti OH
......
school
elections are held on the same day
as other elections in municipalities
where rural school organization pre-

tt

Jury Finished Work
The grand jury for Santa Fe county
finished its work yesterday at the
county hourt house. Fifteen indictments were returned most of them
for petty offences. One indictment for
murder and two for assault with in
Grand

A

r-

--

LABOR WORLD

N0TE8.

T

cisco.
An

"In accordance with these provisions, I believe, that in the district
In which the incorporated city or Tucumcari Is included, an election for
one school director or for more, in
the event that vacancies are to be filled, may be held on the same day as
the election for city officers In the
city of Tucumcari, but the election
for school officers or for the issuance
of bonds or determining special levies
for school purposes must be held under the present board of directors and
shall have nothing to do with the election of municipal officers in the city
of Tucumcari or with any other questions excepting those relating to

attempt will be made to organhK
the Russian laborers in the vicinity of
Fresno, Calif.
The Atlanta Federation of Trades
recently celebrated its twenty-firs- t
anniversary- A
grocery store and old.
meat market has been started by the
of officers
At the recent election
union members of various trades at by referendum vote of the InternaSioux CKy, Iowa.
tional Printing Pressmen'? and AsThe entire police force or Somlyo, sistants' union George L. Barry, of
was
Hungary, has gone on a strike for Rogersville. Tenn.,
more pay. At present its members president without opposition. Joseph
C. Orr, of Chicago,
was
receive $10 a month.
The government of Victoria, Aus- secretary, defeating Prank M. Wilke
of Milwaukee.
tralia, is arranging for n
of over two thousand selected men
WHAT IS THE REA80N
and women workers from Scotland
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
and England.
During the last 16 years the total dairy Is constantly gaining new cusamount of sick, death,
and tomers and is holding Its old patrons?
benefits
disability
paid by the Inter- Because it fornlshes the best, purest
The milk Is abso. and richest milk.
national Molders' union was
lutely free from contamination. It is
In the big steel mills of Nova Sco- handled In sterilised rooms by scientia and the Soo, men are not only tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
compelled to work seven days a week, a while and you will never change.
they also have to work in shifts of 11
and 13 hours.
PAYMASTER'S
SLAYER TO DIE
Twenty-eigh- t
successful
Albany, N. Y., March 15 The list
"sanitary
strikesC' involving no questions of of executions In this state,
which
hours, wages or union recognition, is have averaged almost one a week
the record for one year of the cloak since the beginning of the year, will
makers' union of New York.
be added to early in the coming week,
A system federation of the employ- when Salvatore Caruso will be put to
es in the operative department of death in the electric chair at Clinton
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad', prison. Caruso was the leader of a
numbering approximately three thou- gang of highwaymen who murdered
sand men, has recently been effected. Danton Fowler, paymaster at a brickIndustrial disputes were less num- yard, and George Gagsdale, a negro
erous in New York state In 1911 than driver, near Hudson, in September,
in 1910, the bureau of mediation and 1910.
arbitration
215
having recorded
strikes and lockouts in 1911, as comEPISCOPAL STUDENTS MEET.
pared with 250 in 1910.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 15. A conSteps are being taken for the for- ference of students affiliated with the
mation of a federation of all employ- Protestant
Episcopal Churcn of the
es of electrical workers for corpora- Middle Atlantic States
began here totions in the territory of California,
day at the University of PennsylvaNevada, Oregon, Washington, Arizo- nia under the auspices of the Chrisna and British Columbia.
tian Association and will remain in
At the end of 1910 there were 660 session three
days.
Many distinregisitered trade unions in the United guished dignitaries of the church are
Kingdom, with an aggregate member- among the speakers scheduled to adship of more than 2,000,000.
These dress the conference.
$3,066,-821.15-

schools.

Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE,
State Superintendent
of Public In
structkm.
STANDARD OIL HEARING
St. Louis, March 15. The taking
of testimony in the legal fight for
control of the WatersPierce Oil com-

pany was resumed today before Spe
cial Commissioner Jesse McDonald.
One of the most important witnesses
to re heard is M. M. Van Buren,
or John D. Arc'ibold or the
f'andard Oil company. The Pierce
interests allege that through Van Buren the Standard Oil magnates :ire
seeMug to o')'ain control or the W
e
company and operate it
as a parti of a new oil combine.
son-iula-

from the fat of the hog, often unwholesome, sometimes impure.
shortening,
Cottolene, a vegetable-o- il
comes from the snowy boll of the cotPILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
ton plant; it makes food that any stomach can digest. Cottolene is as good as Your druggist will refund money if
butter, can be bought for about the price PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
of lard, and is more economical than case of
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
either.
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. Kfte
ters-Pierc-

'

l

Whatever Has Been Approved By
Foremost Fashion Authorities
Will Be Found in

totals compare with a membership of
211.091 in 156 unions In 1880.
Changes In weekly hours of lalxr
taking effect In Great Britain in 1911
affected 105,537 working people. Of
these, 4.33? had their hours Increas I
by 13,905 a week, and 101.200 had
ductions, amounting to 574,140 hou-a week.
Vital statistics ascribe short lives
to printers, on the average, but the
recent report of the public prii tat
shows there are employed at present
In the government printing office, it
Washington, 250 persons over 65 vents

There are more than 2,000 union
carpenters unemployed in San Fran-

vails.

'

-T
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Port of Missing Man
Charles Back, a relative of one John
Halter of Allegheny,
Pennsylvania,
who is supposed to be a mining man
in New Mexico, but who has not been
The Fat from The Flower
heard trom for 20 years writes to the
Vegetarians tell us that there is no
mounted police office for information
kind of animal fat which we cannot re-relative to his kinsman. Mr. Halter place with something as good or bet- came to this state 30 years ago and ter in the vegetable kingdom. Certainly
has been home but once since com- in the matter of cooking fats there is
no question of this fact. Lard is made
west.
ing
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What Every Woman Wants Her
Spring Hat to Be

Our

-

FIRST SHOWING OF NEW SUITS
AND COATS

'

ENIN 3

ed

Early enough to satisfy the earliest of
to be first to don the new
styles and still late enough to avoid presenting any models but those which are
assured a permanent place among the
new Spring styles, comes this advance
showing of the latest suits and coats for
the fair sex.
We've taken considerable pains to
make this exposition not only extensive
but more especially authoritative.
Therefore you can safely choose here
even a little in advance of the season
with the assurance that your selection
will be correct and satisfying in style,
pattern and color.
All the beautiful new fabrics, patterns
and colors have liberal representation
all refreshingly novel, delightfully
thoroughly practical and priced

ti.oo who aim

FORMAL-

PRESENTATION OF THE AUTHENTIC

SPRING

FASHIONS- - .AN EVENT OF SURPRISE
STYLE

--

IMPORTANCE.

dis-tintiv- e,

with sensible moderation.
Speaking in a general way, the new
styles are saner, more artistic and
"wearable" thm they have been in
many years. We feel confident the'll
appeal to you for their simple elegance
of line, fabric and fit.

The New Suits Are $16.50 to $45 00
The New Goats Are $12.50 to $35.00
First Complete Showing of Spring
Skirt Styles.
Newest materials, newest designs,
newest shades, newest styles as to width
length or trimming await your inspection.
The new models remain gracefully
slender, following in this respect in the
footsteps of. their predecessors of the
wanning season. Yet they are not the
same. The cut and general effect are
new. So are also the many original
weaves and patterns in which these
latest skirts are developed. In many of
the dressier models novel trimming effects are introduced. Altogether, these
new skirts are certain to appeal to women of refined taste, for they combine
grace of line, symetry of drapping and
genuine merit with sensible modest
prices.

PRICED

Others Meet These Four Requirements So Well As The Hats We Are
Showing For These Season.

No

Ready! Latest Models, Incorporating Newest Ideas in Materials,
Patterns, Colors, Trimming Effects And Proportions In Plain,
Demi-TailorAnd Fancy Styles,

The Spring Opening Is the formal Introduction of Fashion's favorites
this store, and as such is a happening of great interest
to every woman.
We have tried to Include in this display every prominent Fashion and
how we have succeeded you will be better able to
season
as
the
judge
progresses and styles become more fixed. But we CAN
state with decided emphasis, that every article of merchandise we have
assembled for this season, has been most carefully selected from Eastern
and other recognized style and trade centers. The dominating idea in
mind when making these selection was to assemble such merchandise that
would meet YOUR preferences, as well as being in accord with prevailing
Spring Fashions.
The lovely freshness of every garment, the crisp newness of the styles
and above all the high standard of quality up to which every article of
merchandise wo have gathered measures all combine to make this
Spring Opening a notable Style event that you should bend every effort
to attend promptly.
in this city by

SATURDAY

and

MONDAY

You are cordially invited to attend and we earnestly
acceptance of our invitation.

desire

your

E. ROSENWALD & SON.

It is easy enough to find millinery that
meets ONE of these four requirements,
but it is quite a different matter to find
hats that meet all four! Our collection
of Spring Millinery is UNUSUAL in
this particular respect. Nowhere else
in this section, we believe, will yon discover beautiful Spring Millinery that
so fully conforms to every diotate of
style, individual taste and pocketbook.
Here you are not handicapped in your
choice, either. Our variety is broad
broaaer than ever. Pokes, turbans,
sailors, very small shapes, tricorne and
numerous other new effects are here in
every variety of srraw imaginable, embracing every new style idea and in
trimmings of flowers, feathers, taffetas,
etc., etc. Every hat is irrisistibly lovely and distinctly above the ordinary in
enery respect for they were all designed
by the best metropolitan artists.
BeTry Several On
coming Styles The New Are. You
Will Need No Urging To Buy Alter
You Have Looked at the Price-TagToday-See-H-

ow

s!

Whatever Is New And Fashionable
Will Be Found in The First
Showing Of
NEW SILKS AND DRESS FABRICS
-F- OR SPRING

1

BECOMING-DISTINC- TIVE

MODERATELY

FOR SPRING 1912.

I

1912

Presenting The Latest Novelties Evolved
At Home And Abroad For the New Season.
To know the correct fabrics in which
the new styles will be developed is just
as important as knowing the exact
length of jacket or skirt or width of
sleeve.
The easiest way to find out what particular silks and dress fabrics will be
most in vogue is a simple matter make
a trip of inspection to our silk and dress
goods counters. Here you may inspect
at your leisure and without and obligation to purchase the newest weaves,
patterns and colors.
Come and inspect this interesting exhibit today while assortments are

I

ft

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC.
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PORTS
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EXPEND BIG

PLANS OF AMBITIOUS CITIES TO
GAIN COMMERCIAL SUPREMACY WAKEN GOTHAM.

The greatest
race for commercial upremacy In
the history of the United States it
now on among the differt ports of the
country, and, acocrding to expert engineers here who nave been called
upon to prepare plans and submit reports for harbor improvements in a
dozen cltls on both the Atlantic and
Pacific seaboard, the greatest overhauling and modernization of port facilities that has ever taKen place is
likely to ocur within the next few
years. It is estimated that the
already begun or projected will involve the expenditure of not
less than $500,000,000 and that they
win reslnlt in the saving of far more
than this sum through the more rapid
and economical handling of goods mat
will result. Boston has provided for
New York, March 15.

The railway officials here who are
endeavoring to bring about a read- justment in the rates which they re--j
ceive from the government for the
transportation of mails are pointing
to the testimony brought out before
the Interstate Commerce Commission
in the express rate hearing as a proof
of their contention that on the present
basis of payment they are losing millions of dollars anually in performing
this service. The evidence submitted
In the express case was to the effect
that, in spite of the increases made in
.recent years in the rates of payment
to the railways by the express companies, this business pays them 18
t
per cent less on the basis of
miles than does the passenge traffic
which is generally admitted to be
to the railways as a
whole. It Is pointed out by the rail
way men, however, that the mail revenue is 19 per cent less than that
from express on the same basis, or
37 per cent less thuti the passenger
receipts. Whatever the justice of the
demand for a lowering of express
rates to the public, they contend that
this demonstrates clearly the soundness of their claims to a more equitable adjustment of the system of payment for mail transportation. While
the postoffice department has recognized this claim as being sound In
some cases at least, It has made no
effort thus far to bring about a
change.
Big Plumbing Job.
The biggest plumbing job on record
was completed here this week. A
the operation,
remarkable feature
aBide from Its size, was the fact that
it was accomplished by means of electricity after ordinary methods had
failed. The stx inch wa'er main conBrothnecting Manhattan with North
er Island in the East river and furnishing the entire water supply for
of the island, on
the Inhabitants
which are located several city Institutions, was frozen solidly during the
watlast cold wave. Wttn their only
sufwas
great
off
cut
there
er supply
had
who
residents
the
fering among
to obtain drinking water In kegs and
barrels shipped from Manhattan. For
of the
nearly two weeks workmen
laborcity's water supply department
the
accepted
main
the
ed to free
by
method of forcing live rteam through
the pipe, but their progress was so
slow that It was estimated that another fortnight at least would be required to complete the work. Meanwhile
conditions among the patients in the
hospitals on the Island became so
alarming that the health department
began the work of removing them to
other parts of the city. At this juncture some genius suggested the use of
electrilcty for freezing the frozen water main, on the theory that the distance
of the iron pipe t the passage
of the current would generate sufficient heat to melt the ice. The experiment was tried, a current of six
hundred amperes was forced through
the pipe and in two days the main
was free of Ice and water and flowing through as usual.
Hurrah for Thomas.
That the Thomas Cat may take Its
a
place alongside the noun' dawg as
and
mascot
presidential candidate's
emblem of hope is the possibility that

j

the expenditure of $9,000,000 in waterfront improvement and It port commission has asked for $25,000,000
Baltimore has eqnally exten-more.
and
plans and the South Atlantic
proall
discussing,
are
Gfiilf ports
millions
jects for the expenditure of
to take advantage of the increased
trade which they expect to receive
with the completion of the Panama

car-foo-

Oanal.

Seattle, within the past few days,
has adopted a plan of harbor development which is expected involve the
while her
expenditure of $20,000,000
is work-laTacoma,
and
rival,
neighbor
on an equally ambitious project
carand Los Angeles Is already busy
cost
will
that
rying out Improvements
of these
$10,000,000. The knowledge
to
ambitious plans has been brought
here
the
presence
New York through
delewtlhln the past few months of
Into
cities
gations from all these
waterspect New York's
terminal
front plant, the great Bush
to serve
Is
at South Brooklyn, wnich
to he folmodel
the
as
apparently
improvements.
lowed In all these
Meanwhile New York is ust waking
must bestir
up to the fact that she
behind In
left
will
be
herself or she
rivals. A
energetic
these
race
the
by
the
expenditure of
bill providing for
the
in
deepening
over $30,000,000
Inbeen
has
city's harbor channels
and
week
this
troduced in congress
to take
the city officials are preparing
enthe
up the Plan of municipalizing
on a
introducing
and
tire waterfront
of development
large scale the plan
so sucoess-fullthat has been worked out
The cost
terminal.
Bush
in the
necessary
facilities
the
of providing
for the proper handling of the city's
to
commerce will amount ultimately
it
and
hundredsof millions ot dollars
be
will
i, estimated that $100,000,000
Immediate
necessary to provide fo.r
g

v

needs.

word
kissing gallery is the latest
acand
in railroad terminal building
Kittredge
Chief
Engineer
cording to
of the Grand Central terminal the big
12nd
station nearing completion on
want.
long-fel- t
this
fill
to
street is
The railroad is not entirely unselfish in its intention to provide the
thousands of commuters and other
ostravelers with a specially designed
that
admitted
is
cillatory hall since it
work on the
at times Graeco-Romahas imcouples
of
tempermental
part
an
destructIn
design
peded traffic.
Inion everything has een done to
sure the success of the innovation,
acoustics have been considered and
the gallery provided with sound-proo- f
walls and roof. Some of the rules
conwhich it is said will ne posted In
of such
however,
are,
spicuous places,
a nature ns to cause some dissatisfaction. For instance those who meet by
chance in other parts of the statione
than the "kissing gallery" will he
watchful eye of attendants who at
emthe first sign of an affections ate
the
that
request
brace will politely
impet-uou- s
of
case
the
in
soul kiss parlors
young people this may lead to
trouble. An anxious inquiry by one
married
commuter as to whether
folks would be compelled to live up
.
,
hitrh standards of the Romeo
and Juliet room was relieved by the
floor
explanation that a spot on the
allotted
especially
indicated the space
to the performance of perfunctory
greetings for the sake of appearance
only. The rules will also exclude out
siders who might, if the idea
popular, so fill up the room
that those legitimately entitled to use
ould be forced out.
A

n

un-th-

How
CURES
rohucs and
BLOOD POISON PoMticia ns
until the

No case of contagious blood poison is ever cured
last particle
Of the virus has been removed from the circulation.
The least taint left in
the blood will sooner or later, cause a fresh outbreak of the trouble, with all
its hideous and destructive symptoms of ulcerated mouth and throat, copper
colored splotches, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc No other medicine so
surely cures contagious blood poison as S. S. S. It goes down into the
blood and steadily and surely drives out every particle of the infection. It
absolutely and perfectly purifies the blood, and leaves this vital fluid as fresh,
rich and healthy as it was before the destructive virus of contagious blood
poison entered the circulation. S. S. S. quickly takes effect on the blood,
and gradually the symptoms disappear, the health is improved, the skin
cleared of all spots, sores and other blemishes, the hair stops coming out,
the mouth and throat heal and when S. S. S. has cleansed the system of the
poison no trace of the disease is left S. S. S. cures contagious blood poison
because it is the greatest of all blood pnrifiers tested and proven for nior
than forty years. Book on this disease with suggestions for home treatment
and any medical advice sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA

SUM
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has arisen here this week. Mayor
whose presidential boom has
reached the dignity of having an official headquarters, instead of discuss-inthe referendum or the recall o?
judges, has rushed Into print with a
spirited defense of the gentleman cat
against those who would restrain his
freedom to give nightly concerts on
metropolitan back fences. In a letter
to a complaining citizen the mayor
advises him to go to sleep and let
the cats howl, although, as his correspondent plaintively points out, this
advice Is easier to give than to follow. The seriousness of the matter an
a political Issue is seen, however, in
the mayor's bold assertion that it is
Maria and not Thomas who rends the
night air and that in this as In other
cases "the female of the species is
more deadly than the male." As a
political asset this issue Is at least as
valuable and as provocative of discussion as some of the others that have
been raised and there is needed now
only some poet of sufficient genius
to give the metropolitan Thomas Cat
a place alongside the Missouri noun'
dawg and the rest of the political
menagerie.

Gaynor,

FOR BALDNESS.

This Treatment

Costs Nothing

If

It

Fall.
We want you to try three large bottles of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic on
fit
our personal guarantee mati we win
askmere
refund your money for the
ing if it does not give you absolute
satisfaction. That's proof of our faith
In this remedy, and It should indisputably demonstrate that we know
what we are talking about when we
will
say that Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
has
baldness
where
except
hair
grow
been of such long duratloi ihat the
roots of the hair are entirely dead.
We are basing our statements upon
what has already beea accomplished
"93" Hair Tonic.
by the use of Rexall
We believe that what it has done for
vou.
v others it will do 'or
.nnH0 of
Ullf
In any event you cannot lose auytting
on our
by giving it a trial
50c and $1.00.
Two
sizes,
guarantee.
Rexall
obtain
can
Remember, you
u
in this commujiit.7 only at
Rexall Store E. G,
our store-T- he

Boise, Idaho, has voted to adopt the

commission plan of government.
The Michigan Democratic state con
vention for the election or delegates
to the Baltimore convention will be
held at Bay City on May IS.
The national convention of 'he Socialists, which was to have been held
in Oklahoma City, may be transferred
to Indianapolis.
President Taft has accepted m invitation to the banquet of the ilrion
league clubof Philadelphia on April
27. the birthday of General Grsnt.
Speaker Clark has been compelled
bj the pressure of his official duties
to decline all invitations to make
speeches in various parts of the country.
The Michigan republican campaign
is to be formally opened with a banquet at Hastings on March 15, with
Senator William Alden Smith as the
chief speaker.
John D. Long of Massachusetts, who was secretary of the
navy when Theodore Roosevelt was
assistant secretary, has been selected
as president or tne Tart league or
Massachusetts.
Representative William B. McKIn- ley, chairman of the republican co- nmo
gressionai campaign wmiuiiiee,
principal owner of a vast network of
electric railways covering a large
section in Illinois.
Three republicans and three democrats are in the fiel for the seat of
Jonathan
Senator
United States
Bourne of Oregon. Senator Bourne
but
will be a candidate for
will refrain from making an active
campaign.
Senator Joseph M. Dixon, manager
of the Roosevelt national campaign,
Is a native of North Carolina, but has
been a resident of Montana for 20
years. Prior to his election to the
United States senate he served In the
Montana legislature and in the lower
house of congress.
Governor Joseph M. Carey of Wyoming, who is mentioned for second
place on the Roosevelt ticket, has
been In public life for many years. He
represented Wyoming In congress in
the territorial days and was the first
United States senator from the new
state. As United States senator he

Prejudice is a hard thing to overcome, but where health is at stake
and the opinion of thousands of reliable ieople differs from yours, pre- judlce then becomes your menace and
you ought to lay it aside. This is
said iu the interest of people suffering from hronic constipation, and it
is worthy of their attention.
In the opinion of legions of reliable
American
people the most stubborn
const i nation imaginable can be cured
by a brief use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrvp
Peisin. You may not have heard of
it before, but do not doubt its merits
on that account, or because it has not
been blatantly advertised. It has sold
very successfully on word of mouth
recommendation. Parents are giving
it to their children today who were
given It by their parents, and it has
been truthfully said that more druggists use It personally in their families than any other laxative.

Letters recently received from

Wm. Dehlin, 924 Ooeur D"Alene
Couer D'Alene, Idaho, and Miss Lina
Beues. Sebastopol, Calif., are but a
few of thousands showing the esteem
in which Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
is held. It is mild, gentle,
not violent, like salts or cathartics.
H cures gradually and pleasantly so
that in time nature again does Its own
work without outside aid. Constipated people owe it to themselves to use
this grand bowel specific.
Any one wishing to make a trial of
this r.'medy before buying it In the
regular way of a druggist at 50 cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington, St., Montlcello, III. Your
name and address on a postal card
non-gripin- g

will do.

tends over half a century, Weston has
been the great American apostle of
walking. He has been In all manner
of heel and toe contests and It is calculated that In the period of 50 years
he has covered in public a distance
equal to three times the circumference of the earth. At 70 years of age
Of he
t(
.,.aien. waa
accomplished one of the greatest
the navy in Mr. Roosevelt's last cabi- achievements recorded In the history
net. 1' is a son of the late Congress- of endurance and pluck, walking from
man
ew berry of Detroit, from whom New York to San Francisco in 105
he in Merited a fortune of several mil- days and making the return journey
lions.
Like Colonel Roosevelt Mr. across the continent in 77 days afoot,
Newberry saw active service in the a feat without parallel in the annals
Spanish-Americawar and It was dur- of pedesitrianlsm.
the two first
that
that
period
ing
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
TEACHERS
acquainted.
Decatur, 111., March 15. Several
well known educators of Chicago and
WESTON 73 AND 8TILL ATHLETIC other cities are here to address the
New York, March 15. Edward Pay- - annual convention of the Central Illison Weston, the veteran walker, nois Teachers' association, which met
reached his seventy-thirbirthday an- today for a two days' session. The
To
all
appearances attendance at the convention is un
today.
niversary
he is as hale and hearty as most men usually large.
of half his years. He has not been
THE EMPORIUM
indulging in any long tramps of late,
We are now now prepared to show
barring an occasional walk of 25 or
30 miles "just to limber up," but he our new spring novelties and millinhas hinted to friends that he may cele- ery and are placing on sale a beautibrate his seventy-fiftbirthday two ful line of flowers, sale commend lg
years hence by taking another long- Monday the eleventh, losting three
distance walk.
days only. Mrs. A. Standlsh, 524
During his long career, which ex- - Sixth street.

framed the Carey Act, wmch Is said
to have done more to revolutionize
agricultural conditions In the west
than any other measure ever put on
the federal statute books.
Truman Newberry, who has been
intrusted with the task ut looking al
ter the fln!), ial end of tne Roosevelt
BeCl-etar-

n

ae-ca-

d

h

Friday, Saturday and Monday we are going
to offer our entire stockNew Goods, of all descriptions, Spring Skirts, House Dresses, new Dress
Goods, Linens, in fact any and every thing you

IT IS NOT STRANGE
It is not strange that so many peo
Montezuma
pie eat at Kate Wright's
bill
restaurant on Center street. The
is
the
and
price
of fare is generous
u
for
cents
regular
25
cheap,
is pos
Many people wonder how it
mean
e
ce.ueni
such
serve
to
sible

AIRSHIP

TRY

TO

1

TRIP ACROSS

Mr.
St.,

GRAAF DRY GOODS CO.

Murphey.

ATLANTIC
GERMAN
DIRIGIBLE
WILl.
SET
SAIL 800N FROM TENERIFFE
TO THE WEST INDIES.

Berlin, March 15. Everything it
piactlally In readiness ai the Johan.
nisthal aviation
grouuds near tliii
of the dirt
trial
for
the
flights
city
gble airship Suchard, which will soon
undertake the hazardous task of baking a flight across the At'aiuio ocean
from Teneriffe to the West Indies.
head
Dr Paul F. Gans, the sciri'itif:
of the undertaking, who is to be in
command during the iraos Atlantic
flight, Joseph Brucker, the business
iranager of the enterprise and ihs
members of the prospective crew are
on the spot, ready for the first trial
flight, which is awaited with nreat
ltterest by the public In genemi snd
the dlrlgibleenthusiasts in particular.
balloon Suchard,
The dirigible
vhlch has been built especially for
flight, was completthis
Its completion
after
but
ed last fall,
some
it was found advisable to make
and
alterations
which make it impossible to carry out
the original plan of making the flight
If
before the beginning of winter.
next
few
the
the trial flights during
the balloon
days should be successful,
be packed
will
attachments
Its
and
Canwithout delay and shipped to the
made
to
be
is
start
The
ary Islands.
opporfrom Teneriffe at the earliest
tunity.
diriThe Suchard is a
feet
250
gible of the Perseval type, diameter
In
greatest
long and 54 feet
It is equipped with three powerful
used in the
engines of the type
of devel
is
capable
one
Each
and we.gn
oping 110 horsepower can be opera- Thev
UUUUl ouv
used
ated Independently and are to be
to keep tn
auxiliaries,
as
only
The balloon willship in it course.
ent almost
aepend for its propulsion
wwuo.
tirely upon the trade
blow tea.
this time ot the year,
toward the
Islands
the
Canaray
from
West Indian archipelago.
t
friends are
Dr Gans and his
mad,
be
can
that the flight
the year and
safely at this time of four o.
V.
about
that it will take
from Ten.., fe
start
the
after
days
to reach some of the west
leakage,
lands. The danger of gas
for
which would make It impossible air
In the
remain
to
balloon
the big
dimh
so long, has been materially
Gans
by
Dr.
ot
ed in the opinion
which will i.b
balloon,
of
the
coating
sorb moisture from the atmosphen
fron.
thus protecting the enclosed gas
consequent
and
sun
the heat of the
excessive expansion. The balloon .wi
which
be ballasted with sea water
to
carried,
will
be
supply
a sufficient
hot
the
sprinkle the balloon during
baj
test time of the day. Under the an
is a gallery for sleeping quarters
a pow r
helow that will be suspended
loose In
cut
boat that can be quickly
boat is
The
power
accident
of
case
intended as the main living quarters
of the six men of the crew.
mntors drive two
which
propellers of the Parseval type
make only 400 revolutions a minute
It is planned to run the motors alteralnately during the hxf and depend
at
wind
trade
together upon the
to
the
pian
present
night. According
the voyage is to be made at a height
of 500 to 600 feet. The dirigible will
be steered by an ordinary vertical
rudder and for the purpose of rising,
descending and balancing targe fins.
like aillerons, will be used. The
and
steering is to be done by comisss
to enable the navigator of 'ha rait
to judge of the leeway, bright red
hollow aluminum balls will X d topped from time to time. The expedition will carry a liberal supply of
these balls. Owing to the tact that
the engines will run alternately and
only during part of the day, the quan
tity of benzine used will be trifling,
which is rather important, as it would
be impossible to carry a large supply of that fuel.
Of course, owing to the difficulty
of holding a definite course In a bal
loon or airship steered by compass
only, Dr. Gans Is unable to tell where
his craft is going to land. The gen
eral course will be in the direction
Islands and Dr.
of the Carribean
Gans Intends to mate a landing on
the first island or part of the mainland which the balloon should reach.
The airship Is equipped with a wire
less apparatus and can signal at a
distance of 150 miles.
trans-oceani-

c

non-rigi-

d

Par-seva- l.

.

onti-den-

1

want, three days only

two-Diaa-

At

cheaply.

stop and consider

The value of getting good goods at
the store where price meets purse.
comIn selecting anything from our
stock
date
to
jewelry
and
up
plete
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
We have built up the busi
lence.
ness of our store by pleasing every
patron and making of every patron
an advertiser. We manufacture beautiful filigree jewelry. Sabmo Lujan,
Bridge street.

IN UNCERTAIN
WEATHER
The safest and surest way to travel
is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line ot good
Trouble
carriages and prompt, courteous serThis
Maroh Worst Month for
vice is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley, Liv
How to Remove Easily.
There's a reason why nearly every eryman.
body freckles in March, but happily
ATTENTION ELKS
ittoero is also a cure for these ugly
Have you bad your photograph
blemishes, and no one need stay made for the new lodge rom? Water
freckled.
man is making sittings and the picSimply get one ounce of othlne, tures are
proving as good or a little
double strength, from any first class better than the
quality usually turned
druggist in the city of Las Vegas and out by that high class photographer.
apply a little of it at night, and in Getter arrange for a sitting today
the morning you will see that' even Waterman, the Plaza.
the worst freckles have begun to disappear, while the light ones- have vanWERE YOU PREPARED
ished entirely. Now is (the time to
For the sudden blizzard that a&
rid yourself of freckles, for if not re- scended from the north Monday night?
moved now they will stay all summer, Were your coal bins full? If not call
and spoil an otherwise beautiful com- up the Coors Lumber company and
Your money back If othlne order fuel. Orders will be filled withplexion.
falls.
out delay.

to bo Contain of
Curing Constipation

25 Per Cent Discount
Don't Forget The Policy of This Store is to

SELL for LESS
We have too large a stock, to specify each and
every article, so all goes for

--

25 Per Cent Discount

FRECKLES

During this sale, no discount will be given on

any purchase less than

ONE DOLLAR

'

HOSIERY

AND

CORSETS

NOT

INCLUDED.

-

I

GRAAF DRY GOODS CO.
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Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
Its great reputation and extensive sale by Its remarkable cures of
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
depended upon. Try It SoW by all
druggists.
won

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

IS

6?e Sally (Optic BRIDE'S
ESTABLISHED
1S7S.

PUBUSHBD BY
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
M.

M.

Ui

a second claa matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
OARRIBR:

They did not. permit the eleventh
hour disclosure, that the bride, formerly Mis Kmma Mellon of this city,
had been married secretly more than
two years ago and divorced only nine
days ago, to mar the wedding Journey.
It is said that Jones learned of his
and di
fiancee's previous marriage
vorce only a few hours lefore the
Practical jok
time for bis wedding.
ers !s2 been sending him all kinds f
freak messages, one story runs, Ahen
a reKrter telephoned him
at the
liellevue Strattan hotel to ask him
nhout the divorce, he thought the man
was only another Joker.
When the reporter became insistent, this version has It, Jones asked
the sisters of Miss Mellon about it.
They knew nothing of the affair. Then
lie saw Mr. and Mrs. William Alexander Mellon and his fiancee and asked
them.
It is said the young woman
promptly told him the whole story
of how she was married to a Pennsylvania University student on a bet
two years before; how they never
publicly acknowledged their wedding
and believed it. wasn't binding: ond
how finally it was arranged for the
husband, Charles H. Shivers, to get
a divorce.
The story goes that Jones at once
said that these things made absolutewent
ly no difference to him and
uwaj to dreaf for the ceremony.
Rut for a provision of the Pennsylvania law which requires marriage
license applicants to state
wh"ier

7

One Year
DAILY BY MAIL:

One Year

W.OO
S.S0

Six Months

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER.

One Year

2.00

lx Month

100

(Gash la Advance for Mall Subscription )
Remit by draft, check or money
nler. If sent otherwise we will not
he responsible for less.
Specimen copies free on apr lication.
DISCONTINUED

PAPERS
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.

LaL

AT

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
ef any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
FRIDAY,

MARCH 15, 1912.

CORRUPT I'KACTICKS ACT
To the casual observer of human
him
strange indeed
lvHieg it
U in an am' when the cry is for

government there should also
an earnest cry for the enact-i-i
ut of a corrupt practices act. The
I'urposf of the latter is to prevent
the purchase of votes and the Influencing of elections by unfair
wean. The former has for its object
the placing of all the agencies of
government directly In the hand of
the people. We want a corrupt practices act, but we do not want direct
LoversmenL
The republican platform adopted on
e. of the state election declares
ia favor of
corrupt practices act.
iliac declaration should be carried
into law.
The Optic would suggest that the
present c ntrresslonal corrupt practices act lm sufficiently modified to
meet our Nw Mexico conditions and
ossed by the pjfMWt legislature. At
I he next election political committees
m this state will have to comply with
'be congressional act, which is strict
In every jjarticular. It would be wise,
e think, to make our local corrupt
l
io act conform as nearly as Is
'
,!? Kiirreesioial ct
vrde" to Imve uniformity In this
of i'f.M.'.vi
Moroover, from
in
ud point of euictnees the on-,
the
M
' ;
.vuni
hardly be Itnprov
.

i

upon- -

o
STANDARD OIL HEARING
St, Ixrnl, March V, The taking
of toatlmotjy In (he legal fight for
control of he WsitersPleroa Oil com-towas resumed today beforj 8pe
fotfimitteloner Jesse McDonald.
Mk of ihe most Important witnesses
, N i .nf Is M. M. Van Jltiren, son-'.Jof John I). Aro'ilmlil of the
i'igrifard Oil mipany.
Thj Pierce
Hllgo that through Van nu-r-

v

il

lriMls

the Hiondard OH maiistes are
to uvaln control of tho W
iorl'lMi (oinixuiy and operate It
a a part of a new oil combine.
TO TRY RYAN'S ASSAILANT
Tim caso
inaianapona, TMarcii
Robert J. Foster, who la ctuuvol

with assault and battery with Intent
lo kill Frank M. Ryan, prealdent of
'he Structural Iron Workers' union,
was called In court for trlil todav.
Foster la a detective In the employ
et tha National Erectors' nssorlntlor-anwas engaged In irtetinr evi
dence in tne aynamuo cono.vscv ..ig- Ho ia alleged to have drawn .
revolver on Ryan, when being ejectc
from the Iron workers' office here
last January
Rveryboay reaa

The OpUc.

have been married before and
whether they have been clivorcd. It Is
probable that Mrs. Jones' weddins
prank never would have been known
even to her most Intimate frlr,V'
When newspaper men at the :nsr
risge license offioe examined the ap
plication for a license for Jooea and
Miss Mellon they discovered an en-r- y
which said that Miss Mellon had ob
talned a decree February ?C, l!02. The
young woman was widely knowi so
clally, and there had been no hint
before that she ever had been ma- -

iiliey

-

.

Afflicted.

a"'BS: FT J

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
FIV1PRESS Flour s&
REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE. sia.oo
We pnrched peversl oirlosdi of this beottfut

OVERLAND MODEL 59

doin's to cel'b'ate de 'vent, an' de
whole party so cheerful an' 'signed
like, I couldn' help beln' elebated up,
too. Yessar dat so, de half dollars an'
de quartans de does count', t'ank you",
sah, t'ank yo! Mebbe yo' don' know,
sah,' pursued Algernon, cheerfully, as
Mr. Topfloor took out his latch key to
open his front dor, "dat de gas pipes
Is froze an dere aln' no dinners beln'
cooked In de 'partmen's dls ebenln'T
wlf de
De gaB man's confab'latln'
o'
pipes now. He done brung his bag
ophe
an"
I
gwlne
guess
inst'uments,
erate on de dirent meters, but ef hen
say dere's any danger of a conflabgra-tloin de house, I sufny will rtmform
yo', sah." New York Press.

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

wwi

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

you

that

"Mighty-Goo-

Flour that makes

Ph jne Main 344.

AS

BEGGAR

REMEMBERED

Remarkable Character Who Died
1881 Left Bequest for Benefit

In

of Poor.

Gifts of clothing are being made In
many market towns and villages of
Surrey to the poor from a bequest
left for the purpose by Henry Smith,
or "Dog" Smith, as he was more gensoerally called, having earned the
briquet from the fact that he was
never seen without a dog at his heels.
This remarkable character lived
about two and a half centuries ago,
and was one of the best known figures in Surrey. He was originally a
silversmith In the city of London,
and, prospering in business, acquired
estates in different parts of England.
Developing eccentricities as he grew
old, he adopted the life of a beggar.
His wanderings were confined almost
entirely to Surrey, and he is said to
have begged his way through every
town and village in the country- - At
his death In 1681 he left all hli
wealth to the market towns and par
Ishes of Surrey, and the endowments
enabled each town to spend $250 and
each village about 30 on tbe pur
chase of clothing for its poor.
was

excluded

Mltcham, however,
from hi benefactions. Smith's expaM.tion being that on one occasion
tb Inhabitant! of Mltcham whipped
hlit through the village as a common
.
London Chronicle.
vagrt--

-

Danee'

trip, Barney Dreyfus will have to buy
miles of transportation.
BASEBALL NOTES.
New York fans will probably come
across with an automobile for Christy
Mathewson some time during the
season. Ty Cobb, "Nap"
coming
Pitchcluh
hns
Atlaniu
sisned
The
Schulte and Ed Walsh have
Frank
er Martin Walsh, brother of "Big Ed"
with speed wagons
fmml tMmii
been
presented
Walsh.of the Chicago White Sox.
and "Big Six" Is surely entitled to
Edmund hainy, the Saranac Lake
one.
skating marvel, is also a ball player.
with the Mansfield
He has signed
team of the Ohio State league.
Washington and Lee leads the college baseball teams in the number of
?amps scheduled for the coming seaconson with a list of trirrty-thretests.
President Comiskey has promised
the White Sox crew a training trip
to California in the spring of 1915,
the year of the Panama exposition.
The geunine big show of the preliminary season comes on March 30,
when the New York Americans will
open the new National league park
in Cincinnati.
Manager McGraw has put the kibosh on poker games for big stakes
Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
among the iGants, and placed the lim-it at 25 cents. a Failure to observe this
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodrule will mean $100 fine.
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Now that
Rock Island is out of
statements.
Three-the
league, a new league is
to
of
of
be
talked
He
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
can
composed
being
Iowa Cl'.y
RocU Island, Waterloo;
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
Clinton, Cedar Rapids and Freeport.
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
The Boston Nationals landed in
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
Ga., twenty-threstrong after
good secure repeat orders.
making the trip from New York in 23
hours. A douhle dose of "link".".
The advertising is not only a'5'protection to the trade name, but it
Good night!
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
A Philadelphia
scribe says that
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bePitcher Salmon of the Athletics v.m
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
more smoke than Vesuvius n blow
out. Sounds kind of fishy, but permay have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
cod.
a
for
scribe
intends
the
it
money in telling others of their goodness.
haps
Umpire Tommy Connolly, of the
It
to Buy
American league, has been elected a
member of the Citizens' party committee at. Natlca, Mass. Everybody is doing It now. Even umpires are (hrow-Intheir hats in the ring.
The PlttBburg team, will do the
most traveling of any of the sixteen
major league clubs during the coming
season. Allowing 25 men on eacn

a

NUT

346,673

SUGARITE LUMP

October, 1909,
par y
West Philadelphia. The yonf
man, whose home Is In Atlantic City
just had entered the university. A
short time afterward, on a bet. they I
Del..
slipped away to Wilmington.
and wero married secretly.
They separated Immediately, the
Slti going back home and her husband
returning to school. Without any public acknowledgement of their marriage
the attorney says, they didn't believe
tho wedding was valid. For this reason Mrs. Shivers received the at
of tho young St.
and
promised to become his wife.
She never told (the members of her
family of tho other affair until after
tny bad announce d Mor engagement
to Jones, last September. They al
Once realized he seriousness of lie
situation and sent for their attorn y.
An agreement was reached
w,t i
the husband to get a divorce quietly,
rlleglng desertion. The marriage lo
ISflSS tlrst was set for January, but
as the divorce decree had not been
returned thon, the family had to
tho ceremony. The deulh of I
relative was given as cause for the
post.onement.
The ceremony was performed at fi
o'clock In the Fortieth street Baptist
church, by the pastor, the Rev. fleorge
D. Adams. More than 700 Invitations
had been issued, but because of a
heavy snow storm not more than 100
persons were present. Of those who
were there It Is probable there were
not three, outside the two families,
who knew of the previous marriage.
Among the gncsts were the father
and mother of the bridegroom, Mr.
and Mrs, Breckinridge Jones, Sr., of
St Louis. They had been told of the
previous marriage and divorce of their
'en-ton- s

I

pos'-pon-

trf

1

diimrhter

After the. lading Mr. and Mrs.
Breckinridge Jones, Jr.. departed for
the south. Man Beach. Havana and
After
Panama are in their itinerary
May 1 they will be at home in St.
Louto aft-fgrUaja- d,
Place.

running
--

Bom time ago," be says, "I was
also called to see a plumber who
wast rendered helpless and almost un
conscious by fumes from his gasolene
torch. It appears that only a small
amount of tbe fumes Is necessary to
cause belfileKEness and that there Is
little or no warning of danger In the
feeling of the one affected.
"Persons working alone in their
small private garages are In grave
danger when tbey let their engines
run for even a short time," says Dr.
Plnckney. "Chance alone saved the
men In the two cases I mention."
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

1

1

d

Measuring River Flows.
In It work of stream gauging:
measuring the flow and volume of rivers by
methods the United
States geological survey
during the past fiscal year with 13
states, the states contributing over
149,000 and the survey doing the work.
The geological survey also
In this work with the reclamation service, the office of Indian affairs and
the forest service. Ninety-sigauging
stations were maintained in
with the reclamation service, 13
with the Indian office
la
and 194 In
with the forest service on streams draining national forests. In all 1.105 gauging
stations were In operation at the clos
of the last fiscal year.

Advertised Goods

Always Pays

g

SPRING SHOWING OF THE AUTHENTIC

Reviving Old Mackintoshes.

Shabby old mackintoshes can b
made as good as new at home for a
in;.
outlay, and by the exercise of a
Boll a
little care and patience.
Ittlo Ungeed oil nnri add to this about
20 drops of terebene (to be had at any
chemist's). While hut apply this mixture to th mackintosh with a brush.
Allow it about 48 hours to dry in, and
.hen wash the whole over with India
rubber solution dissolved In methy
lated spirits to the thickness of cream,
Leave this another two days to dry
and tho mackintosh will be found to
havu a Bmuath and hard surface, as
calculated to resist all moisture as
when the coat was new. The sam
process will, o fcourse, do for raid
bats, sponge bags and all
things.
water-proofe-

wholesale: and retail
Phtu"
, ty G O

e

-

In

Fowler Prep.

COAL AND WOOD

Try a Sack You'll Like

BY

&

Vhaleri,

Co.

Baking a Delight.

ALL OROCEWvS
It.

FOR

SALE

Machine

&

GERMAN-

d"

La-ol- e,

A

Gasolene Fumes,
K"r York Med
ical Journal Dr. T L W. Picckney de
rled
hhould be
Theodore MoCoy, attorneyl for tl claret thai pub: to !".:.?
from fumes
danger
given in regard
Mellon family, gave out a statement writers
is burned and cites
In which the previous marriage and liit cat gwtSM
g'i a xnaii who was found
t
Its sequel were outlined. Acoor-.- .
death after beto this statement Miss Mellon
nv?t lng lor a chort tiae in a small room
in whics an automobile engine was
Shivers In
at a

I

oSiltVfoVleM ttaD llTln sDy
rUll cbloa store. It In gusrantd by both
.
the manufacturer and ourst-iveaa
"
There la a coupon In every ac ororlakajimmoney
rlu"r;.'"''( we will
draft, postal
cou iDonaand
eipresi
onVTof theaS beantlfu'l eta by frefebt.. Addre.s conpons and re
of tbe Larabee riour miiij
mittance to Tbe ChinaBeDepartment
in re to write your name anufor nosers Siiiirwar
Hutchinson, Kanaaa.LARABEE'B
Flour are alao good
The coupons in
Ask
for
deaerlpUve clronlsr.
and other valuable premiums.

know, is

R

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

32.SS

briu-groo-

Cm Week
One Mcuth

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

OUT

Poatofflce at East
Vegaa, New Mexico, for iranamlaMail
State
United
the
aion through

BY

$1,050

Entertaining Event That Dispelled the
Blue With Which Algernon Was

"How do you like this weather, Algernon." asked Mr. Topfloor as h pA
Into the elevator one cold evening last
week.
"I doesn' mln' It sah. Tain' so bad,
but It might be better," replied AlgerBY CHANCE HER FIANCE LEARN
non Impartially. "Any oT t'lng de
-- A
Lo'd likes suits me, sah."
ED OF A FORMER MARRIAGE
is pleasant to And you so re"It
AND DIVORCE
signed and so cheerful," commented
Mr. Topfloor.
"Tank you," l's right cheerful dls
15.
Mr.
and
Philadelphia, March
Algernor with a broad
Mr. Hrevkluriilge Jomee, Jr., who ebeniu',""I'sreplied
blue las' night, but
mighty
grin.
were married here a few day ago, l's well now. t'ank de Lo'd. I had a
are traveling southward on their right pleasant aft'noon at a fr"en's
honeymoon trip with all the prover- house, an' dat Kin' cheer me tip. "Wot
de 'caslon?' De 'caslon was de fune'el
bial happiness of bride and
ob his Bister. Dere was mighty bis

Enured at the

DAILY.
Per Copy

MARCH 15, 1912.

WAS CHEERFUL AND RESIGNED

FINALLY CAME

EDITOR

PADGETT

SECRET

FRIDAY,

STYLES IN WOMEN'S APPAREL

19125.

X

Display of Woman's N:w Dresses and Jacket Suits
A display
starting with frocks for immediate wear, but soon crossing the borderland
of summer, for with each spring more and mare
wjmen are taking advantage of ths social lull to choose early the dainty lingerie, silk and linen
fro:'s so mj;h n;eied for warmer weather. A real
economy in m.ny
senses, and never have we mide the early display so tempting; so com.
prehensive.
jj
'''

$5.50 to $40.00

l

l

n

i

I

1

g

Special Bargains For Friday and Saturday Maifch 15 and 16.
3F. 10 Yards
SILK PETTICOATS
Look at Our Spring
EMBROIDERIES
BOOK FOLD PERCALE

Light and Dark

4.30 values now 2.98

14

Line of

off

PATTERNS

5.00 values now 3.98

69c

7.50 values now 4.98

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

PRICES

(10 yards limit)

10.00 values now 7.98

Only

$3.50 to $8.50

$3.50 and 4.00
WOMEN'S
Oxfords all sizes
all Leathers

Per Pair $2.68

T

STORE

Complete Stock

WOMEN'S HATS

of Quality"

BACHARACffS
E.LasVegas
N.Mf

25c
HOSE

For Women
Per Pair 19c

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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MARCH 16, 112.
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The Prescriptionist

Pedro Camaduran of Las Vegas was
a visitor in Santa. Fe yesterday.
t Lloyd came in this afternoon
from his home In Pecos on business.
C. D. Black a well known mesa farmer waa in Las Vegas today on busl

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
au4 why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is nevei
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

FUSION TICKET TO

PERSONALS

MS.

Distributing
Agents

FIELD

WEBER
DEMOCRATS

WILL

CO.

AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Graubarth.

PHONE MAIN 104
Always Something New.

one-hal-

1

Cafe De Luxe

j
l

The Best

i

SHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS

j

Props.

8W!M&I4S44S)4MMI)M9,MMM

Sfi
M

EMERSON
McCORMICK

I

Want
Proof?
That's Right!
k
W

that we have been able to
arrange, at great expense,
an exhibition of Selig's
Greatest Moving Picture

fZrwMjf

(mtf
"

V,L,

Masterpiece

7itiAAii"
iSinuU
1

4?j?

7

I

I

Zi

f

gp

A 10 days'

1

.)

(t0 BaUor wh0 18 trylnK t0
sell her a parrot) Does It swear?
Sailor Does ltT Say, lady, that
bird had the captain of the ship beat

I

,s' Wlth
v,llr
lalerro. one of the
highest priced stars ol the
American stage in the name
This production is
part
beyond doubt the ultimate

I

VEHICLE

hill Line of

You will Save Time by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

IMPLEMENTS

,,T

whlBper.
HARD

trial of

POSTUM
in place of coffee, will show
any coffee drinker just how
coffee has been treating him.

LUCK

.f

After the BUT

' "

a

i

Look back
and compare the old condition of coffee aches and ills
with the return to health and
comfort which came with the
change to Postum.

WK.:

THE BROWNE

wfi

THEATRE
i

''There's a Reason"
for

s
When I proposed to Miss
If you want to get the want you
she shook her head, but that
want to get, you want to get your wasn't the worst of It
Tom Indeed?
want In a want getter. Tho Optlo
Jack Her old man shook his (1st
wants you to get the want you want
to got Try the ' Want Ads" and see. oil raised his foot.

Jack

It will then be plain why

Bill-run-

POSTUM
Postum Cereal Company. Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

SADDLES
SEEDS

HARNESS

JEWELER

MANUFACTURING

X

THE PLAZA

AND OPTICIAN.

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Jefferson Raynolds President
HaJ.'ett Raynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

See DR. HOUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Optician
My Work is Guaranteed
My Prices Reasonable.

M.

OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $55,000
TjH hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern bank
ing, it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

Interest Paid on

ocrats announced themselves In favor
of the acceptance of the proposal and
others were decidedly against It. The
debate waxed hot and heavy. It was
suggested that M. Cellers was not
only willing but extremely anxious
to sacrifice himself on the altar of
party loyalty as a candidate for may
or. This brought forth some support
for Mr. Cellers and a large amount of
determined opposition. The meeting
did not adjourn until late in the even
ing. When adjournment was taken it
was understood that the democrats
would attempt to effect the proposed
coalition with the
progressive republicans.
The meeting was attended by about
100 men. The democrats were in the
majority. A few republicans were
present as spectators and there were
one or two republicans wno lined up
with the democrats during the recent
state election. The republicans, it
is stated, contemplate the nomination
for mayor of one of Las Vegas' best
business men and oldest residents. To
accompany him on the ticket will be
nominated a strong list of council-meand city officials. There is entire unity in the republican ranks in
East Las Vegas as regards the municipal election and the republican ticket
is expected to poll a full vote of tb
party and win an easy victory.
d
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Time Deposits

i

will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH LURE
FRANK J. CHENEY.

Want

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select .the
rest opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
OF LAS VEGAS?
If you do you will want to take a
chance on two good business lots that
can be bought now for

ft

$1200 00

These lots will double in value as
soon as things begin to move.
Buy
them now for $1200.00.
INVESTMENT &
George
Manager.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

PDonc lain 2
ft
ftftftftftftftftftftftft

AGENCY
A.

ft

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

DO YOU

CORPORATION,

ft
ft
ft

mm

Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, tils 6th
day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

THE

M.

Fleming,

$

n

O'MALLEY

J

WAGONS

WITH

UNITE

t

HEPNER & BARNES,

are fuyy equipped to Test Eyes, Grind
Lenses Bitfier to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.
We

BAIN

j

COLLARS

I

DEPARTMENT

-

FANCY LACE

&

IN OUR OPTICAL

BE PUT IN THE

MYTHICAL BODY COMPOSED
W. U Oevlne came In yesterday
from his home in Watrous on busi
MOSTLY OF SPOKESMEN.
ness.
t
A. W. Welst was In Las Vegas yesIndications have it that the oijdosterday from his home In Wagon ing forces in the
approaching city
Mound.
election will be the regular republiJames F. Curns of Wagon Mound
cans and a coalition ticket to be known
was a visitor In :.s Vegas yesterday
as the "Citizens" party. The latter
and today.
will be directed and controlled by the
George Sullivan of Raton came ir
central committee of the democity
from the Gate City last night n a
cratic party. This year it is declared
short business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr., to be extremely unltkeiy that the recame in this afternoon from their publicans and democrats will unite to
present a fusion ticket, as they have
ranch near Watrous.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate returned this af done at the past two city elections. In
ternoon from a short visit with rela- fact, judging from the sentiment expressed at n meeting of the demotives and friends in Raton.
held last night in tne city hall,
crats
H. B. Hubbard and J. K. Martin
left itihis afternoon in an automobile the democrats would put a straigh'
In the field If they were
for a hunting trip on the Rock lake.'. party ticket
Walter Lyman and son of Watrous, able to induce any of tne members ot
who have been on an extendea trip to their party who would have a ghost
of a show for election to accept nomiCalifornia, arrived in Las Vegas last
nations for mayor and other city officSight
ers. The democratic city central comP. E. Kaler, of the chemical depari-menof tho Santa Fe. came in last mittee has conferred with several of
the leading members i tne party and
night from his headquarters in La
endeavored to induce them to make
Junta.
Walter Aker returned last nigh the race. Hut the reply has always
from a visit of several weeks witn been in the negativ. The republi
friends and relative fn Iowa ar.il cans, it is asserted, have not consid
ered strongly a fusion with the dem
Kansas.
Judge H. L. Waldo expects to re- ocrats.
The meeting of the democrats last
turn Sunday from Kansas City where
he has been visiting with his family night was held upon tne call of the
fro some time.
city committee. Its purpose was aniMr. and Mrs. E. R. Palmer, of Peo- nounced as the granting of an oppor
ria, 111., who are spending the winter tunlty to the rank and file of the parIn Las Vegas, went to Wagon Mound ty to express it opinion as to the
course to be pursued in reference to
this afternoon on a short visit.
H. F. Tilten, who Is In charge of the municipal election. The meeting
the commissary department
of the was addressed by George H. Hunker,
convict camp in Gallinas canyon, waa who delivered the kenote speech. iur.
in lias Vegas yesterday and today.
Hunker said that the progressive reSunDavid
will
J.
go
Judge
Leahy
publicans had proposed to the demoday to Santa Fe where he 'will spend cratic city central committee that the
several days hearing cases in which two parties unite to place a fusion
Judge E. C. Abbott, the presiding ticket in the field. He said the projudge is disqualified.
posers of the plan would demand the
J. W. Long and M. W. Cusac, both nomination of Robert J. Taupert as
of Flndlay, O., who were in Las Ve- mayor and would give the democrat
f
of the nomgas several days visiting friends, the city clerk and
went to Santa Fe yesterday on a short inees for the council. Mr. Hunker
visit to the Ancient City.
declared he believed this would be ai
Rev. J. W. Rose, formerly pastor of
equitable arrangement, since the demthe Christian church, now a worker ocrats so far had found but one memIn the state Bible association, who ber of their
party who wouid be willhas been in Las Vegas several days, ing to run for mayor.
left this afternoon for Clovis.
Mr. Hunker failed to state by whom
Colonel R. E. Twltcheli, assistant
the proposition of the progressives
solicitor for the Santa Fe in New Mexhad been made. So far as is known
ico, went to Albuquerque last night.
there is no city organization of any
Mr. Twltcheli went from Albuquerque
party known by that name. There
to Los Angeles this morning to attend
has been no meeting or primary held
the hearing of the case of Arahda
by any branch of the republican party
against the Santa Fe railroad. This in reference to the municipal eleccase is one for damages for injuries
tion, so that the proposition made to
sustained by the plaintiff In a fall Mr. Hunker must have been submitted
from a train-nea- r
Los
by some one not authorized to represent any number of voters The progressive republican party in Las
NOT WHAT SHE WANTED
Vegans is largely a myth and its
spokesmen represent, more than anyone else, persons who are desirous of
obtaining city offices.
Mr. Hunker invited an expression
from those present. He got it. Many
speeches were made. Numerous dem-

Phone Main

Hoffman

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Capital Paid in

4k

IS POPULAR.

It has been stated thrt a prophet is
not without honor save in his own
Charles O'Malley, of this
country.
city, however, appears to be just as
popular In his old home town as he
was when he left there many years
ago. The following from a Donalds
ville, La., newspaper illustrates the
point:
The following clipping from the
New Orleans Picaqune will he read
with interest by many Donaldsvill-lans- :
"Report in the Picayune yesterday
VegaB, N. M., promoter
tieavy-welghad landed the Johnson-Flyhchampionship figjht for. the
Fourth of July awakened conlsiderable
Ihtere'st, , especially on account of
Charles O'Malley being the promoter.
"It was learned that Mr. O'Malley
is a native of Louisiana, having been
reared at Donaldsville, where his father was known as a prominent levee
contractor. Charles O'Malley became
an electrical engineer, and has been
living In New Mexico for some time."

Surplus
50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. n.

CUNNINGHAM,
PRANK SPRINGER,

President

T. HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LqlS Vegas

Servings Bank

that a Las

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

n

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
IK

Wm. G. Haydoo
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PeJd on Deposits

The signing of Harry Stelnfeldt by
Roger Bresnahan means that Harry
and Mike Mowrey will fight It out for
the third base job with the Cardinals.

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
it F. J. Cheney & Co.. doing bustnesi
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said ft

EVERYBOD

It

Reads the Optic

Cashier.
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RANKEL flFTEEN
AMERICAS GREATEST FIFTEEN DOLLAR SUIT
WlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW

The Story Of Frankel Fifteen
Its duties and their performance
FIFTEEN, Americas greatest $15.00
we are Sole Agents here, is built to

FRANKEL

meet the demand of that great majority of men who
wear clothes around this price and higher.
It presents at $15.00 a suit which expresses the ideals of
higher priced clothes.
FASHIONS-Fif-

th

Avenue, New

York-creat- ed.

all wool and thoroughly

FABRICS-Absolut- ely

shrunk.
WORKMANSHIP-Hand-tailor-

throughout.

ed

to give satisfactory wear,

SERVICE-Warrant- ed

or a new garment free.

We have scoured the clothing markets,

in the effort to find

the best to offer at a price which hits most men. Our
final decision lies with FRANKEL FIFTEEN America's
Greatest $15.00 Suit.

Through FRANKEL FIFTEEN every man can be well
dressed without the customary strain on his wallet.
FRANKEL BROTHERS, the

makers

of

America's Greatest $15.00 Suit have made
a SCIENCE of the production of popular
priced clothes. If you were to see their model plant
right in the heart of New York you would im-

mediately realize one of the big factors m its productionthe cheerfulness of their workers,
reflecting the cheerfulness of their surroundings.

Modern progress, calls for scientific efficiency in all departments
of manufacture, and FRANKEL BROTHERS have
succeeded

in

reducing

FRANKEL FIFTEEN

costs in every division so, that
is exceptional value at its price.

$1500
Our variety of these remarkable clothes is large.
The tastes of grandfather, father and son are catered to in their
numerous models.
If only for inspection, call

at our store and we will cheerfully
exhibit to you FRANKEL FIFTEEN the suit that set the

standard for $1 5.00.

THE GUARANTEE
Every FRANKEL FIFTEEN Suit or Overcoat
carries the Guarantee of its makers that a new
one will be given Free of Charge in exchange
for any that disappoints its purchaser in
service or value

plaza

E. R05ENWALD & SON
.

plaza
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LOCAL NEWS

OUR NEW SYSTEM
MAKES

A

An entire window of Boatonian
dress shoes in tan and black is on
display at Talcherfs.

i

EVERY DAY

Special Sale Day
- AT -

EXAMPLE STRONG

Friends of the late Dionicio San&tein Bloch suits for men now here chez arrived last night from his former home in La Cueva and took
of the body, which was lying
charge
St.
Patrick's
souvenir dance at
Big
in the office of Justice Pablo Vigil
armory Saturday night.
on the West side. The body was takTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon en this morning to La Cueva where
KINKEL
burial will occur.
at the Opera Bar.

FORCE FOR

HIS

THE

STORE

ALWAYS BUSY,

THAT'S

PAY CASH AND PAY LESS.
Corner Building
West Side of Plaza
193 OR 194

TELEPHONE M4IN
N. B.

JUST IN
lot of Particular Fine Table and Cooking Apples
at Attractive Prices.
A

I

J

FOR CASH
FRI DAY - - SATURDAY MON DA Y
151h
18th
Wth
OF THIS SALE

IT WILL PAY YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

2.60

200 Dozen Oranges, regular
35c size per Dozen 25c
20 lbs. Compound Lard.
1.65
10 lbs. Compound Lard. .. .90
5 lbs. Compound Lard
50

1.35

3

Cream Loaf Flour, the very
$1.50
best, per sack
Lily Flour, very fancy
Kansas Pride
Potatoes, per hundred
50 lb. Potatoes
100 lbs. Sugar
14 lbs. Sugar
20 lbs. Pure Lard
10 lbs. Pure Lard-.-5 lbs. Pure Lard
3 lbs. Pure Lard
-

3boxCitySodacrackers

1.50
1.45
-

6.85
1.00
2.25
1.15
60
.40

fMrw

.

30
lbs. Compound Lard
.15
Standard Hams
Standard Breakfast Bacon . 16
1 lb. Dairy Butter
.30
sacks Salt or,
flf
bars D. C. Soap, or
bars Lighthouse Soap iLU
100 bars Lighthouse Soap 3.00
3.00
100 bars D. C. Soap
packages Macaroni, or flf?
packages Spaghetti, or
paokages Vermicelli iLU

'I

8

f 3
iLU

25 lbs. Mexican Beans $1.00

1

doz.

Freshes

25

If You Are Interested in Reducing the
Cost of Living Let Us Have Your Or
f"
. ...
der for All You Can Use. it.. rv

J.

GROCER.

TREATMENT

FAIR qulty

naye made our
business a suo

Minded Patrons CeSS

Get in line come to us for your Groceries, Bakery Goods, and
Meats. We will guarantee your money will go farther without

than elsewhere.
A few of our cash prices for this week:
Sack Boss Patent Flour
.......
hi Sack Boss Patent Flour
Sack Old Homestead Flour
10 lbs. Potatoes
v . .... .
15 lbs. Sugar
Y" 'H
. 'to
4 lbs. Good Rice
Large can Utah Tornadoes
Good Corn, 3 cans for
3 cans Soups
1 25c can Table Apples
.,., ,n
3 lb. Jar (Heinz Preserves
Quart jar Apple Butter
Quart jar Mince Meat
3 boxes Quaker Corn Flakes.
3 boxes Rolled Oats

$1.55
80
1.50
25

.

1.00
25

T

io
25
25
15
.65
.30
.30

3 Macaroni

a

3

.25

Spaghetti ;
3 Vermicelli
hi lbs. can Huyler's Cocoa.
1 lb. of 80c Tea
bags Salt
5 pkgs. best Gloss Starch...
1 25c box Toilet Soap
10 bars Sail Soap "laundry".
9 bars Quick-WasLaundry Soap
8 bars LlghtHouse Laundry SoP
7 bars Tar Soap
3 cans Polly Prim Cleaner
Small can Pure Lard
Medium can Pure Lard
Large can Pure Lard
Small can Compound
Medium can Compound
Large can Compound
Prime Bacon, per lb
Prime Hams, per lb

.25
.10
.50
.25

X

.25
.15
.25
25
.25

h

......
........

.

.

::5 v:::::::::::

SPRING CLOTHING
GOOD

.25
.25
.35
r.5
1.10
.30
50
1.00
17
15

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

are now receiving our
Clothing for Spring' and we
want to impress you with the
fact, that the Patterns and MoWe

TELLS UNION MEETING

THEORY OF ADVANCING
CAU8E OF MORALS

The new officers of the baseball asFirst showing of spring millinery,
sociation
have begun their duties and
Friday and Saturday, March 15 and
Last night at a union meeting of
will be ready soon to announce their
16. Stress
plans for the season. Last night let- the church people of Las Vegas held
Newest models, best material to be ters were sent to managers of teams in the Christian tabernacle, on the
had in Stein Bloch suits for sale at In New Mexico and surrounding states corner of Eighth street and Main aveBacharat'h Bros'.
an an effort will be made to secure nue, the subject of "How to Improve
plenty of games for the early part of the Moral and Religious Atmosphere
Leonard R. Packard has been ap- the summer.
of Las Vegas'' was discussed from
at Domingo,
pointed as postmaster
many viewpoints by several well
Sandoval county.
The Knights of Columbus
have known speakers. The first talk of the
made arrangements to give a dance evening was given by Dr. Frank H. H.
Miss Bessie Clark will give a St. on the night of Easter Monday in the Roberts
president of the Normal UniPatrick souvenir dance at Rosenthal armory. The dance is to be the first versity. Dr. Roberts
spoke from the
hall Saturday night March 18.
big affair of the kind following the standpoint of how to
help the young
season of Lent and the Knights ex- boys of the
city. He emphasized the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged pect to make it a happy event. The
of keeping them off the
in the wood. Direct from distillery best music will be engaged and ev- necessity
street,
at night
esieolally
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
ery provision made for the enjoyment
George H. Kinkel followed Dr. Robof the dancers.
erts with a talk from the men's viewWe will not trim any more hats
Mr. Kinkel expressed himself
point.
Imas
we
have bought an
this year,
It is said to be extremely unlikely as
believing thajt if men spent more
mense stock of trimmed hats. Also a
that there will be any ticket in the time leading right lives
individually
big lot of hat trimmings, wire,' etc, field in the
municipal election on the and less time on reforms the effect
which we will sell cheap. Inspection West
side to give battle to the re- would be much more beneficial to
the
Invited.
publicans. Secundino Romero, it is morals of the people. H. D.
Young,
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
for assistant secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
asserted, will be renominated
H. F. Tilten of the commissary de mayor by the republicans. There are spoke at length on how to help the
partment of the road building gang several candidates for clerk and mar- younger generation, and emphasized
was in Las Vegas today on a busi- shal. The democrats will not attempt the good of tihe Y. M C. A., boy scouts
and other such institutions where the
ness visit. Mr. Tilten says that the to nominate a ticket.
influences are good and yet at the
work on the scenic highway is pro
Mrs. R. C. Rankin, who left IjjuI.
same time appeal to the boys.
in
the
good shape. Yesterday
gressing
several days ago to visit a few
Mrs. C. MoReynolds addressed the
new stretch of road beyond Turner's Vegas
days in La Junta while en route to
with her views of what
ranch was opened.
The new high
gathering
Lawrence, Kan., where the Ran kins were the
of a will
way cuts off about
right influences for the
reside, was notified shortly after
mile and eliminates grades. Two river her
girls. Mrs. MoReynolds is a firm bearrival of the death of her mother, liever in
the companionship of the
crossings are also avoided. The new Mrs. A.
Comstock, in Los Angeles. home, of
road will be of great advantage to
good
books, and good advice
Calif.
Mrs. Rankin left at once for
and example. The four talks were foltravelers and haulers of heavy freight Los
Angeles.
Major Rankin and lowed by
general discussion of the
On Friday night, March 22, the daughter remained in La Junta.
subject in which several of the au
Christian Endeavor society of
the
dience expressed their views. Mrs
We have featured
the Bostonian MoReynolds concluded the
First Presbyterian church will be host
meeting by
to the young people of Las Vegas a dress shoe for many seasons. This reading the views of an eminent
phy
social in the parlors of the Y. M. spring season is a record breaker in sician on the "Cigarette Habit"
C. A. ThlB is the third of a series qualiity and style custom models as
H. D. Young, presided at the meet
of church socials during the winter well a sthe snappy toes, at Tatchert's. ing, introducing the
speakers. Rev
season and a good time is promised.
J. W. Rose formerly pastor of the
A committee is in charge and is mak
Christian church now of the state
NORMAL IS GROWING.
ing plans for a program for the even
The board of regents of the New Bible association, led in singing. Fol
ing. Further announcements will be Mexico Normal University met last lowing the meeting the audience in
made at a later date.
night for the purpose of checking up which were representaotives of sever
the books of the president and of the al of the churches of Las Vegas were
The seat reservation for tine con treasurer of
the institution. The given an opportuniy to become bet
cent and lecture of Helen Rogers books of the
ter acquainted.
e
treasurer show a
Smith, the great "Musa," and Miss
increase over last year;
Jane N. Walker, who will appear at
has been taken in as fees and
HEMENWAY A DELEGATE
the Y. M. C. A. tomorrow night on
deposits
during the first and second
Evansville, Ind., March 15 - Former
the Santa Fe reading room circuit, terms
of the school year of 1911 and United States Senator
James A.
has been large and the prospects are 191 2
as compared with $2,131.50 for Hemenway was named
today as one
that a capacity house will witness the
same terms of last year, an In- of the delegates to
represent the First
the entertainment.
Seat reservation creases of
about $7,000, Nine hundred congressional district of Indiana at
for others than Santa Fe employe
dollars has been paid in so far dur the national republican convention at
and their families will open tomorrow
the third
ing
year and Chicago.
Hemenway is
morning. There are a few good seats
. 150 more ,8 due-of- the
about
At a meeting an ardent Taft supporter and is taking
t v.
win
remaining nnd
heId wnesday night John D. W. a prominent part in the
management
reserved earlv in the dv
Veeder was elected president of the of the Tafit national campaign.
board to succeed the late F. H. Pierce
Millard W. Browne was
seo
OHIO Y. M. C. A. MEETING
retary of the board.
March
O.,
15. Dele
Sprinfifleld,
IF THERE'S A BETTER
gates representing branches of the
Young Men's Christian association
WAY TO DO LAUNDRY
LAFOLLETTE CAMPAIGNING.
Ohio assembled today for
throughout
N.
D
March 15. SenJamestown,
ator LaFollette
of Wisconsin an- the annual convention of (their state
Than the way we do it, we
nounced here today that he would organization. The sessions will last
three days and will have as speakers
are not aware of it. We have
campaign Nebraska,
Oregon and
the most modern machinery
Washington in April previous to the many prominent educators, divines
anda ssociation workers of wide
presidential preference primaries In
made anywhere and the meprominence.
those
states.
The announcement folthods we use are right up to
lowed a conference with Walter L.
now.
Houser, his campaign manager, just
Read The Optic.
back from the Pacific coast.
"Gifford Plnchot knows that RooseSend Your Clothes to us
velt not only encouraged, but was favorable to LaFollette's candidacy until
At Once
it came to appear that it might sucOUR SPACE
ceed," said Mr. Houser, in a statement
Then you'll know that there is
today.
is too limited to give the
one laundry that can do work

dels are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is io improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later
you will be thinking,

"Spring Suif
GREENBERGER.

Copyright Hart Schafftacr & Marx

a syuA we: deal
THE

Big Fight is

on Between
and Electric

the Sun
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it

one-eight- h

Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.

Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric

Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

consid-siderabl-

5

T

H. STEARNS,

OF

ARRIVAL

EPISCOPAL STUDENTS MEET.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 15. A conference of students affiliated with the
Protestant Episcopal Church of the
MidJ Atlantic States began here today at the University of Pennsylvania under the auspices of the Christian Association and will remain in
session three days.
Many distinguished dignitaries of the ohurch are
among the speakers scheduled' to address the conference.

z

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

it may be termed

.include

The

Science of
Selling

.

a science

a means of presenting

must
the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

2

..liW

numerous

to suit you and that it doesn't
ask a fortune for doing a family washing either.
'1.

If

617 Douglas

CASH BARGAINS
We Have to Offer

SEEU- SBefore Buying Elsewhere and
CONVINCE YOURSELF

THAT

Sunday is Sweet Pea Day.

Our Cash Prices,

We have the very best stock of both the Standard and Spencer
types. Separate colors or assorted.
Telephone and we will deliver One Package or Fifty.
One Ounce or One Hundred.

GOODS and SERVICE

Remember any Variety of Standard Sweet Pea

Be
507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

-

ARE THE
DEST TO DE HAD.

Seed

Per Ounce.

BOUCHER
Meat VcgnUl

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

'SlTuls7'!

